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Power and Prestige: Language Attitudes
as Reflected in Male/Female Roles and
Speech in Japanese Television Commercials
J. Paul Warnick
Brigham Young University

Introduction
In the Japanese culture, social factors playa prominent role in language use. What is considered to be
appropriate language use varies depending on the social
relationship between interlocutors as well as the relationship between the interlocutors and any third party
being discussed. One factor which may affect language
use is gender. Saville-Troike (1982) notes that within
a speech community, attitudes may vary concerning
what constitutes "'speaking well" for males versus
females and that some type of sexual differentiation
in speech patterns is likely wherever there is social
differentiation between male and female roles (see also
Wardhaugh, 1992 & Fasold, 1990). She notes that
Japanese is a complex speech community which clearly
illustrates that language choice can vary based on role
relationships. Differences between male speech and
female speech are well documented (see Table I)
and in fact have a long history in Japanese. This genderlanguage relationship is one of the more extensively
studied areas in Japanese sociolinguistics (Loveday,
1986).
Given the sharp distinctions in social role in Japan
and the noted differences between men's and women's
speech, this essay is a preliminary attempt to examine
attitudes toward gender role and language as seen in a
sampling of Japanese television commercials. Since advertising is intended to have a pervasive influence in
persuading consumers. television commercials provide

a valuable source of infonuation regarding perceptions
of prestige.
In the next section, characterizations of male and
female speech in Japanese will be reviewed, followed
by a discussion of studies examining language use and
gender roles in television commercials. These studies
will provide the framework for describing and discussing the results of the current study.

Japanese and Gender
In discussing differences between male and female speech in Japanese, it should be noted at the outset that the differences involved are best thought of as
representing a continuum. Loveday (1986) points out
that, in most cases, the fonus themselves are neither
masculine nor feminine (grammatically), nor are they
used exclusively by men or by women (some personal
pronouns being an exception). The consistent tendency
of one group to use them over the other has led to the
association with gender. Depending on the given
social situation. men may well use "'female" forms,
while women may well use what are considered to be
"male" fonus.
Table I shows some of the differences noted in the
literature between male and female speech in Japanese.
The range of differences includes prosodic. lexical, and
syntactic features. Again, these features have been noted
primarily as trends in men's and women's speech in
Japanese, not as the exclusive province of one or the
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other. See the following for discussion of examples
in Table 1 and related issues: Shibamoto (1981,
1982, 1985); Smith (\ 992); Shibatani (1990); Jorden & Noda (1987); Loveday (1981, 1986); Ide
(1990); Hinds (1975,1982); Kurokawa (1972);

Peng & Kagiyama (1973); Peng (1982); Miller,
Reynolds, & Cambra (1987); McGloin (1990).
As a general characterization, Japanese women
speak more fonnally, more politely, and at a much
higher pitch than Japanese men. Phonologically,

Table 1
Characteristics of Female Speech in Japanese (noted trends)
Phonological
Segmental:
[I] deletion:
Ara, iya da wa. -> Ara, ya da wa.
Oh, [I] don't like [thatl.
[r] assimilation:
Wakaranai.
Wakannai.
[II don't understand.
Vowel lengthening:
Sugoku kawaii. -> Sugooku kawaii.
[Itl's very cute.
Consonant lengthening: Totemo tanosikatta. -Tottemo tanosikatta. [It I was lots of fun.
Suprasegmental: High pitch, greater pitch range, more extensive use of contrastive pitch-stress patterns,
larger proportion of sentences with rising intonation.
Lexical
Female fonns:
onaka vs. hara (stomach)
taberu vs. kuu (eat)
Male speakers often use "female" fonns, while female speakers are less able to use "male" forms.
Avoidance of kanRo (tenns borrowed from Chinese, which generally are more specialized and have a
"harder" sound):
kinoo vs. sakuzitu (yesterday)
kotoba vs. gengo (language)
Addition of honorific prefixes (e.g. 0-, go-):
obentoo vs. bentoo (box lunch)
okane vs. kane (money)
Pronominal fonns:
1st person
common-watakusi, watasi
female-atasi, atai
male-boku, ore
2nd person
common-anata, omae, kimi
Also, connotations associated with these tenns differ depending on whether the
speaker is male or female. Males rarely use anata in reference to other men, and
when it is used, it suggests formality or distance, while women use anata to
suggest intimacy.
Address tenns:
Husband addressing wife: First name, kimi / omae, okaasan, mama
Wife addressing husband: First name+san, otoosan, papa, anata

Morphosyntactic
Men tend to use more adverbs, more verb predicates; women tend to use more adjective predicates.
Women tend to elide subjects and case particles more often and use more inverted or scrambled sentences.
Women tend to use more distal and polite speech.
Direct
Distal
Plain
iku
ikimasu
(go)
Polite (Honorific)
irassyaru
irassyaimasu
(Humble)
mairu
malflmasu
Sentence-final particles (which qualify the meaning of the utterance)
common ne. yo
female wa, no, -te (continuative fonn)
(used to create rapport)
male ze. ZOo na
(used for emphasis)
The intonation of yo differs between males and females, however. In male speech. it generally has falling
intonation; in female speech. it often has slightly rising intonation.
Female
Male
Ii wa yo.
Ii yo.
IThat f' stine.
Hontoo yo.
Hontoo da yo.
Iltl's true.
Iku wa yo.
Iku yo.
11/,/1/ going.
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Japanese women's speech shows a greater tendency
toward Ii] deletion, Ir] assimilation, and vowel and
consonant lengthening.
Women tend to use fewer words borrowed
from Chinese and add honorific prefixes more
often. Women tend to use more polite and distal
style forms and also tend to use personal pronominal forms and sentence particles differently.
Inasmuch as these features, which have been
identified as characteristic of women's speech, retlect tendencies, to fully understand their use one
must look at the contexts in which they appear (Jorden 1990); other social factors, such as the gender
of the addressee, the setting, the topic, age differences between interlocutors, etc., also playa role.

Language Attitudes and
Television Commercials
The portrayal of gender role and language in
television commercials has been studied in Australia, Switzerland, and the United States. Researchers have examined commercials in terms
of separate components, identifying the actor
component, including the movement and action
involving the product; the comment component,
which generally occurs near the end of the commercial and provides an evaluation of the product
or discusses the relevance of the product to the
audience (and usually made by an off-screen narrator); the chorus or song component; the background music or sound effects component; and the
type of product.
Sussex (1989) examines the Americanization
of Australian English in a study of linguistic variety
and images of prestige. He notes that North American English (NAE) is increasingly occupying
prestige roles formerly occupied by the British
RP, especially in the song or chorus component.
NAE was found to be very common in the songs
and choruses, due in part, at least, to the influence
of pop music from North America. In the comment section, however, very few commercials
used NAE, while NAE was more common in the
actor segment. Sussex found that the comment
portion, especially if done via voice-over, usually
used an "educated Australian voice" which was
generally male. Male voices outnumbered female
voices two to one in his data.
He concludes that the comment portion in a
commercial calls for a linguistic image projecting
trust, reliability, authority. as well as familiarity.
This is the segment where the educated Australian
male voice was most common.

Lee (1984) looks at the social meaning associated with language use in Australian television
commercials. He identifies variation in Australian
English ranging from "Cultivated Australian"
(CA), which is more formal and whose speakers
tend to be women, to "Broad Australian" (BA),
which is more informal and whose speakers tend
to be men. He finds a correlation between the
type of product or service and the language variety used, with CA (including British features)
being used to suggest a more conservative image
with reliability and respectability, and BA (including NAE features) being used for commercials
considered to be more hard-sell. Lee notes that
there are not clear regional variations in Australia
so BA has national connotations, and that, since
men have a traditionally prestigious position in
Australian society, the masculine associations of
BA seem to carry prestige.
Lee (1992) reports his earlier study (original
source unavailable) of the relationship between
language varieties in Switzerland as seen in television commercials. It was found that a majority of
commercials with a comment segment used High
German, and usually it was a male voice. Lee
finds that the comment segment of commercials
generally suggests authority and expertise, while
the action segment suggests informal interaction,
although other issues can come into play, including
product image and audience.
Studies conducted in the United States seem
to focus more on gender portrayal than on specific
issues related to language use. Trauth and Huffman (1980), for example, examine 116 television
commercials from the United States to gauge the
stereotyping of women in the advertisements.
They compare the images of women in the commercials with the results of similar studies conducted in 1971 and 1974 and also with data from
the Census Bureau and the Labor Department.
They find that in the time since the previous studies were conducted, the frequency of female images had not increased and that the image presented was generally quite limited. Most women
shown were young women in the home in the role
of homemaker and/or parent, with few in white
collar roles.
Verna (1975), in looking specifically at the
portrayal of females in children's TV ads, categorizes commercials in terms of orientationthose oriented to females, to males, and those that
were neutral. She finds that there were no female
commentators with male-oriented ads nor for
neutral ads. Even with female-oriented ads, most
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commentators were male. She concludes that the
female voice is considered unauthoritative.
Craig (1992) finds a strong correlation between
product type and stereotyped roles. He examines
gender portrayal in commercials for over-thecounter medications and finds that advertisers
seem to exploit the stereotype of women as nurturers and caregivers. Women appear more frequently and are commonly portrayed as experts.
Bretl and Cantor (1988) examine gender portraya in commercials and compare their findings
with other studies conducted during the previous
fifteen years. They find that a previously observed
gap in the frequency with which men and women
appear in commercials seems to be narrowing,
with men and women appearing equally often as
central characters in prime-time commercials. According to their data, women are still more likely
to be seen as users of the product. more likely to
be seen in domestic settings, and more likely to be
seen advertising products in the home. The most
striking gap is in the comment portion of commercials-approximately 90% were found to be male.
They also found that female primary characters
were three times as likely to have a male commentator than male primary characters were to have a
female commentator (12%-4%).
These studies show that while women are
appearing more frequently in U.S. television
commercials, roles are still somewhat restricted
and that the predominant choice in selecting the
commentator is to use a man's voice. It would
seem that advertisers feel the male voice is
somehow more authoritative, reliable, or prestigious, or at least that advertisers seem to think
consumers regard the male voice that way. Additionally, in the studies of Swiss and Australian
commercials. the data seem to suggest that the
image and the prestige that commercials seek to
represent are in part accomplished by language
factors.
Given the characterization of Japanese women's speech and the framework provided by
these studies dealing with television commercials.
the current study examines Japanese television
commercials in a preliminary attempt to characterize the nature of these commercials in terms of
language and social attitudes. Both roles and language use for men and women are examined. The
issue here is not a difference in varieties such as
High German vs. Swiss German, or Cultivated
Australian vs. Broad Australian, rather, so-called
female speech vs. male speech is the main variable
examined. concentrating on when and how male

speech is used and when and how female speech is
used and what the social implications of this may
be. It is hypothesized that male voices will be used
more in the comment portion of commercials and
that when women voices are used they will speak
more politely and more formally than men.
Data and Discussion
A total of 135 Japanese television commercials provide the data for this study. The analysis
consists of two parts; first, an examination of the
roles men and women play in the commercials in
an effort to ascertain attitudes toward each gender
in advertising situations and. second, an examination of language use to examine how it relates to
attitudes about role.
For each commercial, the product or service
was identified, along with the company name and
category of the product. The actor component
and the comment component were identified in
terms of the gender of the actor( s) and the gender
of the commentator(s). The chorus or song was
identified by the gender of the performer(s) as
well. Japanese commercials often have a tune
associated with the company name, and the name
of the company is sung as that name appears on
screen at the end of the commercial. This is referred to here as the "logo." The gender of the
logo performer(s) was also identified.
The 135 commercials represent 90 companies
or organizations. The number of commercials for
each company is shown in Table 2. As seen in the
table, most of the companies (81 %) were represented by only one commercial each.
Table 2
Number of Commercials by Company

# Qf Commercials
I
2
3
4
5
6
7

8
9

10

Coml2anies
73
X
3
2

Percent
XI.I
X.9
3.3
2.2

1.1
1.1
0

1.1
-

0

I
Total 90

1.1

The commercials are grouped by category in
Table 3. The "Food" category includes condiments,
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candy, and other snacks. "Medical" includes health
products and medications. "Personal" includes
skin, hair, teeth, and feminine hygiene products.
"Household" includes furniture and appliances.
"Drink" includes juice, milk, soda pop, coffee, etc.
"Alcohol" includes beer and other alcoholic beverages. "Miscellaneous" includes advertisements for
movies. magazines, hotels, real estate companies,
freight delivery, video games, clothes, automobiles,
jewelry. etc. These have been grouped together due
to the small number of tokens of these various
items.
Table 3
Number of Commercials by Category
Number
Categorx
33
Food
20
Medical
20
Personal
II
Household
10
Drink
7
Alcohol
34
Miscellaneous
Total 135

Percent
24.4
14.8
14.8
8.1
7.4
5.2
25.2

Table 5
Correlation between Logo
Performer and Commentator
Commentator
Logo Performer Male Female MF None Total
21
8
4
0
33
Female
\0
0
1
0
11
Male
MF
~
Q
Q
1
~
Totals
31
8
5
2
46
There were 120 of the 135 commercials
which had an accompanying background chorus
or song. Table 6 shows the number of songs
which were instrumental only (1), those performed
by women, those performed by men, those performed by both (Combined), and those in which
the song was part of the action or comment portion (Fused). Note that most of the songs were
instrumental only, and although there were more
female songs. there is not a great difference between the number performed by women and those
performed by men.

Table 6
Song Performers by Gender

The data in Table 4 indicate that there is a
tendency to use female voices for the company
logo; 46 of the 135 commercials had a chorus
singing the logo, and over 70 percent of these
used female voices.

Table 4
Logo Performers by Gender
Number
Performer
33
Female Voicers)
II
Male Voice(s)
2
Combined
Total 46

133

Percent
71.7
23.9
4.3

Table 5 shows the correlation between
the gender of the logo performer and that of the
commentator. "Male" indicates a male commentator. "Female" indicates a female commentator,
and "MF" indicates the comment was performed
by both male and female performers. In the two
cases in which the logo was sung by a combined
chorus of men and women, there was no comment
segment in the commercial.
Of the cases with female logo performers, 21
of the 33 (63.6°/c,) occurred when the comment
portion was conducted by a man, while in none of
the cases with male logo performers was the comment performed by a woman.

Number Percent
Performer
60.8
73
Instrumental
16.7
20
Female
14.2
17
Male
5.8
7
Combined (MF)
2.5
Fused (with action/comment)
---.2
Total 120
Table 7 shows the correlation between the
gender of the performer and that of the commentator. "None" indicates there was no comment segment in the commercial. It is interesting to note
that while there was not a great difference in the
number of male songs as opposed to female songs
(17 vs. 20), women were used in songs for commercials where males were the commentator 12 of
the 20 times (60%), while males were used to sing
in commercials in which there was a female commentator only 3 of the 17 times (17.6%). It seems
that when men are used as singers, they are more
likely to appear in commercials with a male commentator ( 14 of 17 cases, or 82.3%).
These data show that females are used more
often to sing the logo and the song and that when
they are it is likely the comment is perfonned by a
man, although it is highly unlikely that men will
be used to sing the song or the logo with a woman
commentator.
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Table 7
Correlation between Song
Performer and Commentator
Commentator
Male Female MF None Total
Song Performer
Female
12
6
20
Male
14
3
0
0
17
Combined
4
2
0
7
...Q.
Fused
Q .2
1
2:
Totals
30
12
3
2
47

A majority of all commercials have male
commentators, and with a separate comment section and a single commentator, men are over four
times as likely as women to be the commentator
(83 cases compared to 20). When the action and
comment segments are fused, women are more
likely to be the actor/commentator. When the action and comment segments are fused and have an
additional comment, there were only cases where
a man added comment to what a woman had said,
and not the reverse.

Table 8 shows the distribution of actors in
the commercials. "Animated/Female" indicates
that women appeared with animated characters,
and "Animated/M/F" indicates that both men and
women appeared with animated characters in the
commercial. "Other" indicates that there were
no humans in the commercial. Note that women
appear alone twice as often as men, and men and
women appear together 60% more often than men
alone. Women seem to be used much more frequently as actors as well.

Table 9
Distribution of Commentators

Table 8
Distribution of Actors
Actor
Number
Female
50
Male
25
40
Combined
Animated
6
I
Animated/Female
Animated/M/F
2
_1_1
Other
Total 135

Percent
37.0
18.5
29.6
4.4
0.7
1.5
8.1

Table 9 shows the distribution of commentators. "Fused" indicates that the actor segment is
fused with the comment segment. The actor
makes the comment in the course of the commercial, without a separate voice-over and without a
separate person appearing to make the comment.
"Fused (F)" indicates the actor for the actor segment and the comment segment was female. Similarly for "Fused (M)" and "Fused (M/F)." "Fused
(F) + M" indicates that part of the comment was
performed by the actor (female in this case) with an
additional comment made by a male narrator. Similarly for the following three categories. "None" indicates that there was no comment segment; the
action was carried out without any evaluative
comment made by either the actor or a separate
commentator.

Commentator
Number
Male
83
Female
20
Combined
5
Fused (F)
II
Fused (M)
2
Fused (MF)
I
Fused (F) + M
3
Fused (F) + F
0
Fused (M) + M
0
Fused (M) + F
0
None
JQ
Total 135

Percent
61.5
14.8
3.7
8.1
1.5
0.7
2.2

7.4

Table 10 indicates the correlation between the
gender of the actor and the gender of the commentator in the commercials. It is interesting to
note that with male actors. there are no independent
female commentators and just one case where a
man and a woman both participated in the comment. This was in a commercial for stomach
medication. In contrast, of the 50 cases with female
actors, 21 of these (42%) had male commentators,
4 had men and women combined, and 3 had a
male commentator in addition to the fused female
actor/commentator. In other words, male commentators were involved in 28 of the 50 (56%)
commercials which had only female actors,
whereas only I of the 25 (4%) commercials with
only male actors involved any comment by a
female. In cases where both male and female actors
appeared, the majority of the comments were
made by men (26 of 40. or 65%).
It is also interesting to note that male commentators were commonly used in commercials
which (in Japan, at least) seem particularly targeted
to a female audience, such as hair care for women.
laundry detergent, dish soap. and feminine hygiene
products. Under the assumption that the comment

135
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Table 10
Correlation between Actor and Commentator

Male
Actor
Male
Female
Male/Female
Animated
Animated/F
Animated/MIF
Other
Totals

Female

22
21
26
4
0
2

0
10
7
0

-.Ji

-2

83

20

MF

4
0

0
0
0
Q
5

()

0

segment is intended to provide an image of reliability and respectability to encourage sales, it
seems that men are judged to be more authoritative
for the comment section of the commercials. The
trends seen in these data suggest that men enjoy a
prestige status to a greater degree than women in
terms of advertising influence.
Discussion will now turn to features of the
language used in the commercials. First, the language style of each of the comment sections was
examined in light of the assumption that the comment is meant to be authoritative or convincing.
There are various aspects to the notion of style in
Japanese. For the purposes of this study, a broad
categorization of three variations was employed:
distal style, direct style. and fragments (see Jorden
& Noda 1987). Distal style reflects a certain level
of formality or social distance between interlocutors through the occurrence of politeness markers
on the predicate. Direct style. on the other hand,
has no politeness markers on the predicate and is
used to suggest familiarity rather than formality.
The fragments category includes speech characterized by the absence of a predicate. The use of
fragments is characteristic of more casual speech.
Table II shows the distribution of style based
on the gender of the commentator.
For those commercials in which both men
and women participated in the comment, the style
of each is noted separately. The men were divided

Fused

Commentator
Fused+M
0
3
0
0

2
11
1
0
0
0

None

Total

0

6
2

25
50
40
6

0

2

.J!

Jl

\0

135

()

0
Q
3

.J!
14

I

fairly equally between distal and direct style, with
the use of fragments being the most popular style.
For the women, however, distal style was used in
a majority of the cases. Direct style was relatively
rare. Females used direct style in advertisements
for toothpaste, medication (2), laundry detergent,
and an English school. There is not necessarily a
correlation with product type, however, since
there were other cases in which women used distal
style or fragments in advertisements for the same
kinds of products.
It is interesting to note that in the toothpaste
commercia!. the actor/comment portion was fused,
that is, the woman was the actor and the commentator. and there was additional comment made by
a man. He used distal style whereas she used direct
style. In one of the medical ads, the comment was
combined with a male comment. and both used
direct style. In the laundry detergent commercial,
the actor/comment portions were fused.
When men and women appeared together in
the comment section, there were 2 cases in which
both used fragments. I in which both used distal,
I in which both used direct, 3 in which the men
used fragments and the women used distal, and
perhaps most interesting, the case in which the
woman used direct and the man distal (the toothpaste ad noted), and I case in which the woman
used fragments and the man distal (in an ad for
feminine hygiene products). In the latter case, the

Table 11
Style by Commentator
Commentator
Distal
Male
28
Female
22
Totals 50

%
29.R
55.0

Direct
26

2
31

%

27.7
12.5

Fragments
40
13
53

%
42.5
32.5

Total
94
3.Q
134

136
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actor and comment segments were fused, with the
additional comment by the man. In the woman's
portion, she discussed the product using fragments. Given the nature of the product, it makes
sense to use a style which would suggest perhaps
more intimacy or familiarity. Similarly, it makes
sense that the man would use a style suggesting
more distance.
The results shown in Table 11 would seem to
indicate that men have more options available in
speech styles in the context of television commercials. Women are seldom seen or heard using direct
style in commercials and use distal style more
than fragments.
In language use beyond just the comment
segment, there were relatively few of the 135
commercials in which the language used in the
commercials directly related to male/female differences noted in Table I. There were 23 commercials involving 40 instances of features related
to the differences previously noted; 12 of the 23
involved male speakers, while II involved female
speakers. These are summarized in Table 12, together with the kind of commercial in which each
appeared.
There was I case in which a female speaker
used the sentence particle yo, an emphatic particle,
with rising intonation, while in the case in which a
man used this particle, it was used with falling
intonation. There were 5 cases in which female
speakers used either an honorific prefix or an
honorific variant of a word. There were no cases
in which a male speaker used such forms.
There was 1 occurrence each in which a female speaker and a male speaker used a first person personal pronoun. However, the woman used
the more formal watasi, while the man used the
rougher haku. There were no instances in which
a female speaker used second person pronouns.
Male speakers used the most formal pronoun
anara 3 times, and the familiar kimi 2 times. One
occurrence of kimi was in an advertisement for a
video game and the other in an advertisement for
a financial planning service.
In terms of sentence particles, male speakers
used the emphatic yo and :0 particles. and female
speakers used yo and wa, the latter being used to
suggest rapport. As previously noted, when the
female speaker used yo, it was used with rising intonation, which serves to diminish the emphatic
function of the particle.
There was I occurrence of a direct style
desiderative form on the part of the female speakers and 5 on the part of the male speakers. It is

interesting to note, however, that the female
speaker used the desiderative form in a humble
expression. In the cases noted in the male speaker
data, 2 of the 3 occurrences are somewhat abrupt
(-te hosii). These 2 appeared in an ice cream advertisement, in which the speaker said he wanted
the audience to know and remember the name of
the product.
There were 10 occurrences of honorific or
humble verb forms in the female speaker data and
3 in the male speaker data. Of those 3, there were
2 that appeared in the same commercial, which
was a beer ad. Female speakers used donatory
forms 3 times, with no occurrences of these forms
found in the male data. Female speakers used the
honorific. humble, and donatory forms in advertisements for rice, soap, a delivery service, a doll
fair, soy sauce, and bedding.
While the number of occurrences of the features specifically related to differences between
female and male speech were rather limited, an
examination of these commercials shows different
trends in the type of language used by females and
that used by males. In an effort to provide a persuasive influence, advertisers are more likely to
have women use more formal or more polite
forms. Men are more likely to be seen using a
more casual, more direct style.

Conclusion
This study has examined differences between
female and male speech in Japanese and gender
roles in television commercials in an attempt to
determine attitudes toward language use as reflected in advertising. If it can be assumed that
commercials try to appeal to the audience and persuade them to buy the product by presenting the
most positive, reliable image they can, it is interesting to note how men and women are portrayed
and they kind of language they use. Women are
commonly used as actors or as singers, but men
are much more likely to provide the comment portion of the commercial. This is consistent with the
findings related to commercials in the U.S .. Australia, and Switzerland (previously noted). Men
are seemingly viewed as being more authoritative.
In terms of general language style, as well as
specific markers associated with male/female
speech, these data show that women tend to use
more honorific, respectful speech even in situations
in which they are portrayed as authoritative (the
comment segment), while the men are much more
likely to use a casual style, including fragments.
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Table 12
Features of Male and Female Speech in the Data

Phonological
Intonation

sentence particle yo. rising
(Household)

Honorific prefix
Honorific forms

odenwa hangoo (Food)
goriyoo (Miscellaneous-Doll fair)
katagata (Household)
minasama (Food)
okosama (Doll fair)

Pronominal forms:
1st person
2nd person

watasi

falling (Medical)

Lexical

hoku (Food)
anata (Drink [2], Misc.
Real estate)
kimi (Video game.
financial planning)

(Personal)

Morphosyntactic
Sentence particles

Oesideratives (direct)

Honorific forms
Humble forms

Oonatory forms

(New Year's cards)
-wa
Year's cards)
(New
-koto yo
(Food)
-wa yo
o-stem-sitai (Household)

de go:ail11(Jsu (Delivery)
goran (Food)
o-stem simasu (Household [2]).
Food. magazine)
o-stem itasimasu (Food [2)).
delivery)
itasimasu (Doll fair)
-te kuremasu (Household)
itadaku (Food [2])

Further research will examine more closely the
role and language of the actors in relation to the setting portrayed in the commercials and to the intended audience. Also, in the next stage of the
research, actual responses of native Japanese speakers to the commercials will be evaluated. including
an analysis of their response to the commercials
themselves, to the way the products are portrayed,

-:0

(Food)

hakohitai (Delivery)
misetai (Real estate)
sitai (Store sale)
ohoete hosii (Food)
sifte hosii (Food)
gozon:i (Personal)
o-stem suru (Alcohol)
mairimasu (Alcohol)

to male/female roles, and to the manner in which
language is used by males and females.
Having a clearer picture of social attitudes
toward aspects of female speech and of the way
language is used by men and women enables educators to provide better direction to students of
Japanese in terms of how various fonTIs are used
and how they are perceived.
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